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CONTINUOUS  DEPENDENCE  ON  A
IN  THE  DXAD2  THEOREMS

RICHARD SINKHORN

Abstract. It has been shown by Sinkhorn and Knopp and

others that if A is a nonnegative square matrix such that there exists

a doubly stochastic matrix B with the same zero pattern as A, then

there exists a unique doubly stochastic matrix of the form D¡AD2

where D¡ and D2 are diagonal matrices with positive main diagonals.

Sinkhorn and Knopp have also shown that if A has at least one

positive diagonal, then the sequence of matrices obtained by

alternately normalizing the row and column sums of A will con-

verge to a doubly stochastic limit. It is the intent of this paper to

show that D^AD-i and/or the limit of this iteration, when either

exists, is continuously dependent upon the matrix A.

Introduction. An NxN matrix A=(aa) is said to be nonnegative if

every aî:i=0. For such a matrix A we write y4_0.

An N x N matrix A = (ai}) is said to be doubly stochastic if yl_0 and if

2f=i a¿it=2^=i öt3=l for all i and j. The set of NxN doubly stochastic
matrices is denoted by QN.

We say that the NxN nonnegative matrices A and B have the same

pattern if a,3=(k=>èî3=0. We say that the NxN nonnegative matrix A

has a subpattern of an NxN nonnegative matrix B if aÍJ=0=>/3¿í=0. If

A is an NxN nonnegative matrix such that there exists a BeQN with the

same pattern as A, we say that A has doubly stochastic pattern. The set

of all N x N nonnegative matrices with doubly stochastic pattern is denoted

by ^(Q.N). If A is an NxN nonnegative matrix and if there exists a

Beü.N such that A has a subpattern of B, we say that A has doubly

stochastic subpattern. The set of all NxN nonnegative matrices with

doubly stochastic subpattern is denoted by <^(QV). Observe that ^(Q^S

<^(Av)-
We denote by SA the set of all permutations of 1, • • -, N. If A is an

NxN matrix and oeSx, the set of elements ala{1), • • • , aNa{N) is called

a diagonal of A. If every aiaU)>0, we say that the diagonal is positive.

In case a is the identity permutation, we call the diagonal the main

diagonal of A.
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If A is an A^xN matrix, we define the permanent of A, per A, by

K

per A = 2 O0*.«)-
oeSx  »=1

In [2], Sinkhorn and Knopp show that if Ae3>(£lN), there exists a

unique matrix of the form DYAD2eQ.s where D1 and D2 are diagonal

matrices with positive main diagonals. They show that D1AD2 is the limit

of a sequence of matrices obtained by alternately scaling the rows and

columns of A. They show in fact that this matrix sequence will converge

to a limit in Qv if and only if AsSr°(Çls). The limit has the form D^AD2,

however, only if Ae3>(Qh).

It is the intent of this paper to show that D1AD2 is a continuous function

of A on ^(£¿jV) and that the limit of the iteration is a continuous function

of A on of(CïN). The following result of Sinkhorn and Knopp [3] is the

main tool in the development.

Theorem 1. Distinct NxN doubly stochastic matrices A and B do not

have proportional corresponding diagonal products, i.e. there is no /V>0 such

that for each aeSy, Uti «*„«)=* nÜi bMi).

The following celebrated theorem of G. Birkhoff may be employed to

show that per A>0 for any Ae£lx. For a proof see [1, p. 98].

Theorem 2. The set of all NxN doubly stochastic matrices forms a

convex polyhedron with the permutation matrices as vertices.

Results and consequences.

Theorem 3. Suppose that A^.0 is an NxN matrix such that per A>0.

Suppose that for each positive integer n and k = l, 2, Ak(n)^.0 is an NxN

matrix such that for every permutation creSN, Iim„^œ Yli-i ak™u)(n) =

Y\?=i aia{iy If for each positive integer n and k=\,2, Ek(n) and Fk(n) are

NxN diagonal matrices with positive main diagonals such that

lim Ek(n)Ak(n)Fk(n) = Pke Qx,

then necessarily P1=P2.

Proof. For k—l, 2, put Kk=per Pjper A. Since each PkeQ.x, per Pk

>0 and so each A^>0. It is seen that for each such value of k, per Ak(n)

-*per A, and thus

r vi\er\     v    Per Fk(n)Ak(n)Fk(n)      per Pk
hm per Ek(n)Fk(n) = lim-——-=- = Kk.
n->oo n->oo per Ak(n) per A

Let A^£5,v denote those permutations a such that alall), ■ • • , aNaiN)

is a positive diagonal in A. Since per A>0, AA^0.
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Put Pk=(pkij) for k = \, 2. Then for either value of k and any aeAA,

N

N   „ [P^r Ek(n)Fk(n)]Y\ akia{i)(n)

n - = hm-= /Cfc,

n a¿«(í)=1 aiff(t)     »■"*>
0

! = 1

where ^(«)=(akij(n)).

From
TV 2V iV

perpfc=2 n Pkiod)=2n Pkiau) t i n ?*»«>
o£Sy i=l o£\a M a^Síí—àA i=l

N N

=Kk 2 n a¿^¿) + 2 n îw«)
treAj i=l <T£Sy~\A i=\

N N

= KkperA+    2    II ÍW« = Per ̂ +    2    FI?«*».
treSy—&A i=l oeSx—Aa ¿=1

we see that n£-i/,w*«)s"0 f°r eacn aE^N—AA, k = l,2. Since

n;V=i^(t)=0   for   each   oeSN-AA,   it   follows   that   n*L/»i*r(í)"
íin*i«i,(,i=(Wnf=ii'!¡,(,i for all aeSN. Thus, by Theorem 1,
Pi~P*.

Corollary 1. Let ^_0 be an NxN matrix such that per A>0.

Put Ä=(äij) where äu=aij if aij lies on at least one positive diagonal in

A, and äu=0 otherwise. Let D1 and D2 be diagonal matrices with positive

main diagonals such that D1ÄD2eQx. Then the limit of the iteration of

alternately normalizing the row and column sums of A is equal to DXÄD2.

Proof. Let the «th term of the iteration be denoted by Ex(ri)Ax(ri)Fx(ri)

where Ax(n)=A. Also put F2(«) = D1, A2(n)=Ä, and F2(n)=D2 for all «.

It follows from the Sinkhorn-Knopp result [2] that lim,,^«, E^A^njF^n)

exists. Since Ylti akiaH)(n) = U^i aiaU)=Y\j=i àiaU) for any aeSN,

Theorem 3 shows that this limit is in fact DXAD2.

Corollary 2. Let ^4_0 be an NxN matrix such that per^>0.

For any £>0 suppose that A(e)^0 is an NxN matrix such that

N N

lim^aiff(i)(e) = l~[aittU)
EiO     i = l ¿ = 1

for every aeSN. Let Ä, D1, and D2 be as in Corollary 1, and let Ä(e),

Dx(s), and D2(e) be the corresponding matricesfor A(e) whenever per A(e)>

0. Then

lim D1(e)Ä(e)D2(B) = DXÄD2.
eJO
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Proof. Observe that D1(e)Ä(e)D2(e) exists for s sufficiently small

since for such values of e, per A(e)>0.

Since Ov is compact, the set {D1(e)Ä(e)D2(s)} is bounded and therefore

has at least one limit point as ej.0. Of course all the limit points of this

set are doubly stochastic. Moreover, since

N N N N

lim I~[ àiaH)(e) = limn ««<)(*) = Y\ ai°«) = II *M<>
E^O   ¿=1 t[0  i = l ¿ = i ¿=i

for all aeSN, any two convergent subsequences of {D1(e)Ä(e)D2(s)} must

have the same limit by Theorem 3. Thus the set {D1(e)Ä(e)D2(e)} has

exactly one limit point as e|0 and so lim£j0 D1(s)Ä(e)D2(e)=P exists.

Clearly PeQA-

Put £!(«)=£>!(!/«), A1(ri)=Ä(\jn), and Fl(n)=D2(\jn) and put E2(n) =

Dx, A2(n)=Ä, and F2(n) = D2 for n=\, 2, ■ ■ ■. By Theorem 3,

lim £1(n)/l1(n)F1(/j) = P = D1ÄD2 = lim £2(n)^2(n)F2(n).
n-»oo n-*co

Whence

lim D^eJ^D^e) = DXÄD2.
t¡\ts

Corollaries 3 and 4 which follow are immediate consequences of

Corollaries 1 and 2.

Corollary 3. The limit of the iteration of alternately normalizing

the row and column sums of an NxN matrix A is a continuous function of

A on y(Q.v).

Corollary 4. For each Ae3}(Q.x) there is a unique matrix D1AD2ßü,N

where £>j and D2 are diagonal matrices with positive main diagonals. The

map A->D1AD2 is continuous on ^(Q.y).

The author is most grateful for many enlightening discussions with

Paul Knopp and Mark Hedrick concerning this presentation.
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